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Abstract—This paper introduces a method which can 

accurately transfer active and reactive power between sets of 

three-phase windings of a multiphase induction machine (IM). 

The machine has to have a multiple of three phases (3, 6, 9 etc.), 

with each three phases representing one set. The paper 

demonstrates first that the sets do not share the power in the 

same way as they share a torque. Therefore, the paper proposes a 

method that is capable of achieving accurate power sharing. This 

is ensured by considering the whole power that is transferred 

through the air-gap to/from a set, instead of considering only a 

power that is transferred between that set and a rotor shaft. A 

complete control algorithm of the proposed method is given. 

Experiments and simulations verify theoretical considerations 

and the proposed control. 

 
Index Terms-- Bidirectional power flow, induction motors, 

inductive power transfer, microgrids, active power control, 

reactive power control, smart grids, wind power generation. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

concept of connecting electrical terminals of a single 

machine to multiple energy sources/consumers 

simultaneously (Fig. 1) recently became of interest. The 

machine has to have multiple sets of three phases (3, 6, 9, etc. 

phases), which can be connected to different energy 

sources/sinks (Fig. 2). A restriction is that a three-phase set 

cannot be connected to more than one energy source/sink. The 

main motivation behind this topology is that the energy 

sources/sinks can exchange the power between them through 

the machine, but without interfering with its (machine’s) 

mechanical operation (Fig. 3).  

A demand for such a concept came from two emerging 

applications. The first application are microgrids. They are 

small-scale power systems that can generate, distribute and 

regulate a power flow to local consumers [1]. They are 

capable of operating in islanding mode, and can be of ac [2] or 

dc [3] type. With the concept elaborated above it is possible to 

connect the same wind turbine to multiple isolated microgrids, 

as in Fig. 1. This provides the benefit of allowing bidirectional 
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Fig. 1.  A single multiphase machine can be used for power transfer from one 
microgrid to another. The microgrids are mutually isolated.  

 

power flow between the microgrids while retaining galvanic 

isolation. 

The second application are electric vehicles (EVs) supplied 

from multiple energy sources [4]. The benefit remains the 

same: allowing arbitrary power flow direction between the 

energy sources through the machine, while not interfering with 

the normal vehicle propulsion mode of operation. 

The concept was successfully applied to permanent magnet 

(PM) machines, with the validity demonstrated on a six-phase 

[5] and a nine-phase machine [6], [7]. The approach was 

further found to be very useful in devising regenerative testing 

methods for machines with multiple three-phase windings, as 

detailed for twelve- and six-phase PM machines in [8], [9] and 

[10], respectively. The concept was also tested on multiphase 

induction machines (IMs). Ability of different sets of windings 

to produce different amounts of torque was demonstrated for a 

dual (double) three-phase [11], a six-phase [12]-[14], a nine-

phase [15], and a twelve-phase machine [16]-[18]. 

This paper provides the following contributions: 

i) A demonstration that, if IMs are employed, the sets of 

three-phase windings do not share power in the same 

way as they share a torque. 

ii) It proposes a method that can achieve accurate active and 

reactive power transfer between winding sets of an IM. 

iii) In case where only active power transfer is of interest, it 

proposes optimal control of reactive power, which 

minimizes additional stator winding losses of the IM, 

caused by the power sharing. 
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Fig. 2.  Winding sets of a multiphase machine are connected to different 

isolated energy sources/sinks through inverters. A six-phase case is shown. 
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Fig. 3.  Sets can exchange power between them without affecting the rotor. 

The total, combined, influence of all sets on the rotor remains the same. 
 

Application of the here proposed power sharing algorithm 

to different control and machine types is believed to be 

possible but is beyond the scope of this manuscript. 

The paper is organised as follows. Section II elaborates a 

basic principle of operation that is valid for both torque and 

power sharing. A theoretical comparison between torque and 

power sharing is provided in Section III. Sections IV and V 

provide a complete control algorithm. Verification of the 

theoretical results by experiments and simulations is provided 

in Section VI. Section VII concludes the paper. 

II.  BASIC PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION 

One way of observing machines with multiple sets of three-

phase windings is by utilizing a so-called “multi-stator” (also 

called “multi-dq” or “multi three-phase”) approach [19]. This 

method is popular because it allows basic understanding of 

multiphase machines  by employing well-known knowledge of 

three-phase machines. Without any loss of generality, a 

machine with two three-phase sets is considered further on.  

An attempt to graphically represent the “multi-stator” 

approach is provided in Fig. 4. The number of “stators” 

matches the number of winding sets of the machine. Each 

“stator” produces a certain amount of flux in the rotor. The 

total flux that originates from all stators and enters the rotor is 

a sum of their individual contributions (Fig. 4). This flux does 

not include influence of rotor bars. Therefore, it should not be 

confused with the total flux in the rotor (which includes the 

flux production of the rotor bars) and which is commonly 

called “rotor flux”. 

From a rotor’s perspective, it does not matter whether the 

total flux that originates from all stators comes from multiple 

stators or a single stator. It only experiences their sum. Thus, 

by controlling the sum, the machine can be controlled in the 

same manner as two three-phase machines.  

On the other hand, individual contribution of each “stator” 

to that sum is not of importance from a perspective of torque 

production (as long as the sum is the same). This introduces a 

degree of freedom that does not influence torque (although it 

affects total losses; thus care should be taken in order to avoid  

 
 

Fig. 4.  A graphical representation of the “multi-stator” approach. Although 

the “stators” belong to the same machine, they are shown as physically 
separated. Both “stators” produce flux through bars of the same rotor. 
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Fig. 5.  Various manners of forming the same total flux that originates from 

stator (coloured in purple): a) both sets have equal contributions; b) set 1 

produces the whole flux; c) set 1 produces the flux in q-axis (red), while set 2 

gives flux in d-axis (blue); d) a general case in which both sets produce flux in 

both axes. 

 

overheating of the machine). This is illustrated in Fig. 5. The 

two sets (“stators”) from Fig. 5 have variable individual 

contributions, while their sum is always the same. It is clear 

that in     Fig. 5a the sets produce equal amounts of torque, while 

in Fig. 5b all the torque (and power) comes just from the first 

set. This mode is particularly useful for enabling a fault-

tolerant operation [16]. A general case is shown in Fig. 5d. 

Rotor torque is always fixed. Thus, power is effectively 

transferred from one set (stator) to another (Fig. 3) by utilizing 

the additional degrees of freedom. 

“stator” 1 “stator” 2 

cage 

rotor  
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While in the general case (Fig. 5d) it is clear that power is 

transferred from one set to another, its exact amount is not 

obvious. This is discussed in the next section. 

III.  THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

Three powers are of interest for the following theoretical 

considerations. The first is electrical power of a set (or of a 

phase). It refers to powers on its terminals. If phase “a” and 

set 1 (which consists of e.g. three phases) are observed, the 

electrical powers of a phase Pa1 (Fig. 6a) and a set P1 (Fig. 6b) 

can be expressed as:  

𝑃𝑎1 = 𝑉𝑎1 ∙ 𝐼𝑎1 cos (∡𝑣𝑎1 − ∡𝑖𝑎1);       𝑃1 = 3 ∙ 𝑃𝑎1 ,      (1) 

where Va1 and Ia1 are fundamental RMS values of phase 

voltage and current of phase a1 (i.e. va1 and ia1), and the set has 

balanced currents. Phase a1 stands for a phase “a” of the set 1. 

The second power of interest is a power that is transferred 

to/from a set (or a phase) through the air-gap. If again phase 

“a” and set 1 are observed, the transferred powers of a phase 

(PTa1) and a set (PT1) can be written as: 

𝑃𝑇𝑎1 = 𝐸𝑎1_gap ∙ 𝐼𝑎1cos (∡𝑒𝑎1gap
− ∡𝑖𝑎1);  𝑃𝑇1 = 3 ∙ 𝑃𝑇𝑎1 , (2) 

where Ea1_gap is fundamental’s RMS value of ea1_gap. The 

variable ea1_gap is back-EMF (electro-motive force) that is 

induced in the phase a1 by air-gap flux Φgap. It is governed by: 

𝑒𝑎1_gap =
d(𝑁turns∙𝛷gap)

d𝑡
,                 (3) 

where Nturns is the number of turns of the phase a1. From 

measurable currents and voltages, this back-EMF is obtained,  

𝑒𝑎1_gap = 𝑣𝑎1 − 𝑅𝑠𝑖𝑎1 − 𝐿𝛾𝑠
d𝑖𝑎1

d𝑡
 ,             (4) 

where Rs and Lγs are stator phase resistance and leakage 

inductance, respectively.  

Finally, the third power of interest is the power that is 

transferred from a set to a rotor shaft. This is mechanical 

power. For the set 1 it is annotated as Pmech_1 and defined as: 

𝑃mech_1 = 𝑇1 ∙ 𝛺~ 𝛷𝑟 ∙ 𝑖𝑞1 ∙ 𝛺,              (5) 

where T1 is a torque produced by the set 1 (Fig. 6b), Ω 

mechanical speed, Φr rotor flux and iq1 the first set’s current 

component that is perpendicular to the rotor flux Φr. 

From (2)-(3) it can be seen that PT1 is governed by the air-

gap flux Φgap. On the other hand, from (5) it is obvious that 

Pmech_1 is governed by rotor flux Φr. These two fluxes are 

different. In order to facilitate their understanding, they are 

illustrated in Figs. 7 and 8. 

Fig. 7 shows how the rotor flux Φr is formed from two 

contributing fluxes. The first is the total flux (shown in the 

right-hand part of Fig. 5) that comes from all sets (stators) and 

enters the rotor. The second is a flux that is produced by rotor 

bars. Formation of the air-gap flux Φgap is shown in Fig. 8. As 

is well-known, it is obtained from rotor flux by subtracting 

rotor leakage flux. Hence the rotor flux Φr and the air-gap flux 

Φgap have different directions and amplitudes. 

A.  Torque Sharing 

As follows from (5), a torque Tn, that is produced by a set, 

depends on rotor flux Φr. If this flux is kept constant, the 

torque is only dependant on the set’s current component that is 

perpendicular to this flux, as indicated in (5). In a coordinate 

system which is oriented according to it (Φr), this is set’s 

current on q-axis. Therefore, if a sum of the q-axis 

components of the currents from individual sets is kept 

constant, 

𝑖𝑞1 + 𝑖𝑞2 = 𝑖𝑞 = const,                 (6) 

it is possible to achieve different torque contributions (to total 

torque) from different sets without interfering with machine’s 

operation. Clearly, the sets share the torque according to their 

q-current components. 

Practical implication is the following. If there are e.g. two 

winding sets in the machine and one set should produce e.g. 

three times higher torque than the other, the only thing that has 

to be done is to set q-current of that set to be three times 

higher than the q-current of the other (and make sure that the 

total iq is unchanged). This concept is well covered in 

literature [11]-[18]. 
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Fig. 6.  Demonstration of electrical power, transferred power and torque that 
are produced by: a) single phase, b) each set of windings. Pn is electrical 

power of a set n, PTn is transferred power from the set n, Tn is a torque that is 

produced by set n. T stands for total torque and Pmech for total mechanical 
power. 
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Fig. 7.  Formation of rotor flux (green) from two contributing fluxes. The first 
is total flux that is produced by all stator sets (purple). The second is a flux 

that is produced by rotor bars (yellow). 
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Fig. 8.  Graphical comparison between rotor flux (a) and air-gap flux (b). Ψr 
and Ψgap are rotor flux linkage and air-gap flux linkage, respectively. 
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B.  Power Sharing 

From (2)-(3) it follows that transferred active power 

to/from a set is dependant on air-gap flux Φgap. If this flux is 

kept constant, the transferred active power to/from a set 

depends only on set’s current component that is perpendicular 

to the air-gap flux. If a coordinate system is oriented according 

to the  air-gap flux Φgap, this is a component that lays on 

horizontal axis, which is further annotated as q’ axis (Fig. 8b).  

Therefore, if a sum of q’-axis components of currents from 

individual sets is kept constant, 

𝑖𝑞′1 + 𝑖𝑞′2 = 𝑖𝑞′ = const,                (7) 

it is possible to achieve different transferred active powers 

from different sets without interfering with machine’s 

operation. This has the effect as transferring active power 

from one set to another (Fig. 3).  

The same can be concluded for a relationship between 

current component on d’-axis (aligned with Φgap, Fig. 8b) and 

transferred reactive power to/from a set. 

Practical implication is the following. If there are e.g. two 

sets in the machine and one set should produce e.g. three times 

more active power than the other, the only thing that has to be 

done is to set q’-current of that set to be three times higher 

than the q’-current of the other (and make sure that the total iq’ 

is unchanged). This concept is not covered in literature. 

It is clear that d’ current component of a set does not affect 

active power transfer. Similarly, q’ current component does 

not affect reactive power transfer. On the other hand, rotor 

flux Φr and air-gap flux Φgap have different directions (Fig. 8). 

This means that the active power, transferred to/from a set, 

depends on both d- and q-axis current component of a set. 

Therefore, the sets do not share the power in the same way 

they share a torque. 

C.  Minimization of Additional Power Sharing Caused Losses 

If only active power sharing is of interest, there exists an 

additional degree of freedom (namely sets’ currents along d’-

axis) which controls reactive power sharing. This degree of 

freedom can be utilized in a very simple manner to ensure 

minimal additional stator copper losses, introduced by uneven 

power sharing (which has only a minor influence on iron 

losses). Space vector of a set current can be written as 

𝑖𝑑′𝑞′1  = 𝑖𝑑′1 + 𝑗 ∙ 𝑖𝑞′1.                 (8) 

Using power invariant transformation, copper losses that are 

produced by a set are 

𝑃1𝑐𝑢 = 𝑅𝑠 ∙ 𝑖𝑑′1
2 + 𝑅𝑠 ∙ 𝑖𝑞′1

2 .                (9) 

Total stator copper losses are 

𝑃𝑐𝑢 = 𝑅𝑠 ∙ (𝑖𝑑′1
2 + ⋯+ 𝑖𝑑′𝑁

2 ) + 𝑅𝑠 ∙ (𝑖𝑞′1
2 + ⋯ + 𝑖𝑞′𝑁

2 ),   (10) 

where N is a number of sets in the IM. 

The second term of (10) is already defined by active power 

sharing requirements. The first term of (10) should be 

minimized while ensuring that the total id’ does not change. 

It is beneficial to express each d’-current of a set by 

showing how much it differs from an average value of d’-

currents (i.e. 𝑖𝑑′1 = (𝑖𝑑′/𝑁) ∗ (1 + 𝑎) , where a is the 

difference). Therefore, the d’-currents can be represented as 

[𝑖𝑑′1, 𝑖𝑑′2, … , 𝑖𝑑′𝑁] =
𝑖
𝑑′

𝑁
∙ (1 + [𝑎, 𝑏, … ,𝑚]),       (11) 

where [a, b,…, m] are degrees of freedom, and their sum has 

to be zero, in order to have total d’-current component 

unchanged. By applying (11) to the first term of (10), one gets  

𝑅𝑠(𝑖𝑑′1
2 + … + 𝑖𝑑′𝑁

2 ) = 𝑅𝑠 (
𝑖
𝑑′

𝑁
)

2

∙ (𝑁 + 𝑎2 + ⋯+𝑚2).   (12) 

Clearly, (12) becomes minimal for  

𝑎2 + 𝑏2 + ⋯+𝑚2 = 0   ⟹   𝑎 = 𝑏 = ⋯ = 𝑚 = 0.    (13) 

It can be concluded that, in order to minimize stator copper 

losses, reactive powers of individual sets should always be the 

same, regardless of the active power sharing. 

IV.  THE MAIN CONTROL ALGORITHM 

The multiphase machine is operated by the rotor field 

oriented control (RFOC) algorithm that is shown in Fig. 9. 

The “power sharing” block does not affect mechanical 

behaviour of the IM. This block is covered in detail in 

Section V. Without this block the control algorithm from Fig. 

9 becomes the standard RFOC algorithm for multiphase 

machines [20]. 

From Fig. 9 it can be seen that RFOC algorithms for 

multiphase and three-phase IMs are similar. However, there 

are three differences. 

The first difference is in the blocks “decoup. transf.” and 

“rotat. transf.”, which stand for decoupling and rotational 

transformation. Since the machine has more than three phases, 

these transformations have to transform more than three 

components. The additional components appear with a suffix 

xy in Fig 9. The general decoupling (i.e. vector space 

decomposition – VSD) transformation for multiphase 

machines can be found in [20], and is given with: 

 
Fig. 9.  Rotor field oriented control (RFOC) algorithm of multiphase IMs. Power sharing block (coloured in green) allows power sharing between sets of 

windings of the IM and it presents the only difference from the standard RFOC for multiphase IMs. 
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𝐶𝑝ℎ = √
2

𝑝ℎ

𝛼
𝛽
𝑥1
𝑦1

⋮
01

02
[
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1  cos(𝛼) cos (2𝛼) …      cos (𝛼)

0  sin(𝛼) sin (2𝛼) …     −sin (𝛼)

1 cos (2𝛼) cos (4𝛼) …   cos (2𝛼)

0 sin (2𝛼) sin (4𝛼) … −sin (2𝛼)
  ⋮         ⋮         ⋮           ⋱         ⋮         

1/√2 1/√2 1/√2   …         1/√2

1/√2 −1/√2 1/√2 …      −1/√2]
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 (14) 

where α =2π/ph and ph is the total number of phases. 

Depending on the number of isolated neutral points, and 

whether the machine is asymmetrical or symmetrical, C can 

have slightly different forms than (14), which are omitted. 

There are also additional (xy) components that enter into 

rotational transformation block, which transforms pairs of 

additional inputs into a reference frame that rotates at a 

synchronous speed. However, it transforms each second 

additional input pair (x2y2, x4y4, etc.) into synchronous 

direction (the same direction as for the αβ components), and 

all other input pairs (x1y1, x3y3, etc.) into a reference frame that 

rotates in the opposite direction. 

The second difference appears in the “current control” 

block. The difference is caused by the additional components 

that are formed by the decoupling transformation block and 

which also have to be controlled. Thus, additional current 

controllers are required for controlling them (Fig. 10). When 

there is no need for specific torque or power sharing, 

references for these additional components are set to zero. 

The third, and final, difference is in the PWM block. It also 

has more than three inputs. Zero sequence injection has to 

have a different form and it has to be applied to each set 

separately [21]. 

V.  CONTROL ALGORITHM FOR TORQUE AND POWER SHARING 

A.  Torque Sharing 

The “power sharing” block from Fig. 9 is shown separately 

in Fig. 11. It can be seen that it consists of two blocks. The 

block “coeffs. correction” is only utilized if power sharing is 

required. This block is covered in the next subsection (which 

is dedicated to power sharing). Thus, only the “torque sharing” 

block is elaborated here. 

The “torque sharing” block from Fig. 11 is shown in Fig. 

12. Its operating principle is already known in literature [15]. 

Desired sets’ torques can be expressed in the matrix form as 

[𝑇1
∗, 𝑇2

∗, … , 𝑇𝑁
∗  ] =

[𝑘1,𝑘2,…,𝑘𝑁]

𝑘1+⋯+𝑘𝑁
∙ 𝑇∗,           (15) 

where k1, k2,…,kN are torque sharing coefficients. According 

to Section III-A (which in effect states that 𝑖𝑞1
∗ : 𝑖𝑞2

∗ : . . . : 𝑖𝑞𝑁
∗ =

𝑇1
∗: 𝑇2

∗: . . . : 𝑇𝑁
∗), in order to achieve torque sharing, references 

for q current components should be set to  

[𝑖𝑞1
∗ , 𝑖𝑞2

∗ , … , 𝑖𝑞𝑁
∗  ] =

[𝑘1,𝑘2,…,𝑘𝑁]

𝑘1+⋯+𝑘𝑁
∙ 𝑖𝑞

∗ .           (16) 

From Fig. 12 it can be seen that the input references are 

given as total dq currents (id
* and iq

*) and torque sharing 

coefficients (kd123 and kq123). These are transformed into 

another set of references (in the first block of Fig. 12), which 

are called “multi-stator” references (id123
* and iq123

*). They 

allow easier control of individual sets of IM. A domain in 

which it is possible to control all the sets (and phases) of the 

IM and still to keep good transient performance is VSD 

domain. Therefore, in this paper, the references are 

transformed from the “multi-stator” to VSD domain in the 

second block of Fig. 12. 
 

Fig. 10.  a) “Current controllers” block from Fig. 9, b) “resonant vector 

proportional integral (VPI) controller” block from Fig. 10a.  

 

 
 

Fig. 11. “Power sharing” block from Fig. 9 (a nine-phase IM is assumed, so 

that there are three coefficients). The block “coeffs. correction” is the only 

difference from the standard torque sharing algorithm (e.g. [15]). 

 
 

Fig. 12.  “Torque sharing” block from Fig. 11. The gain K is 1 if amplitude 

invariant decoupling transformation is used. A nine-phase IM is assumed. 
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Fig. 13.  “Coeffs. correction” block from Fig. 11. 

B.  Power Sharing 

As it is demonstrated in Section III-B, the sets share 

reactive/active power through the d’/q’ axes that are 

parallel/perpendicular to the air-gap flux Φgap. Desired 

transferred powers of the sets can be expressed in matrix form, 

[𝑃𝑇1
∗ , 𝑃𝑇2

∗ , … , 𝑃𝑇𝑁
∗  ] =

[𝑘
𝑞′1

,𝑘
𝑞′2

,…,𝑘
𝑞′𝑁

]

𝑘𝑞′1+⋯+𝑘𝑞′𝑁

∙ 𝑃𝑇
∗, 

[𝑄𝑇1
∗ , 𝑄𝑇2

∗ , … , 𝑄𝑇𝑁
∗  ] =

[𝑘
𝑑′1

,𝑘
𝑑′2

,…,𝑘
𝑑′𝑁

]

𝑘𝑑′1+⋯+𝑘𝑑′𝑁

∙ 𝑄𝑇
∗ ,       (17) 

where kq’1, kq’2,…, kq’N and kd’1, kd’2,…, kd’N are active and 

reactive power sharing coefficients, respectively. According to 

Section III-B, in order to achieve power sharing, references for 

q’ and d’ current components should be set to  

[𝑖𝑞′1
∗  , 𝑖𝑞′2

∗  , … , 𝑖𝑞′𝑁
∗  ] =

[𝑘
𝑞′1

,𝑘
𝑞′2

,…,𝑘
𝑞′𝑁

]

𝑘𝑞′1+⋯+𝑘𝑞′𝑁

∙ 𝑖𝑞′
∗  , 

[𝑖𝑑′1
∗  , 𝑖𝑑′2

∗  , … , 𝑖𝑑′𝑁
∗  ] =

[𝑘
𝑑′1

,𝑘
𝑑′2

,…,𝑘
𝑑′𝑁

]

𝑘𝑑′1+⋯+𝑘𝑑′𝑁

∙ 𝑖𝑑′
∗  .       (18) 

On the other hand, the sets share the torque through axis 

that is perpendicular to rotor flux Φr (Section III-A). Also, the 

RFOC (Fig. 9) is implemented in this (rotor flux, Φr, oriented) 

reference frame. Naturally, it is beneficial to control all the 

quantities in the same reference frame. Therefore, the power 

sharing coefficients have to be transferred from one reference 

frame to another. This adjustment is done in the “coeffs. 

correction” block (Fig. 11), which represents the main 

advance, provided by the paper. It is shown separately in Fig. 

13. The block provides correlation between power and torque 

sharing coefficients by using the following relationship 

between dq and d’q’ current references: 

[
𝑖𝑑
∗

𝑖𝑞
∗  ] = [

cos (𝜃𝛹) −sin (𝜃𝛹)
sin (𝜃𝛹) cos (𝜃𝛹)

] ∙ [
𝑖𝑑′
∗

𝑖𝑞′
∗  ],         (19) 

where θΨ is the angle between the air-gap flux Φgap and the 

rotor flux Φr. It can be obtained purely from Fig. 8 as 

𝜃𝛹  = arctan
𝑖𝑟
∗∙𝐿𝛾𝑟

𝛹𝑟
∗ = arctan

(𝑖𝑞
∗ 𝐿𝑚
𝐿𝑚+𝐿𝛾𝑟

)𝐿𝛾𝑟

𝑖𝑑
∗ ∙𝐿𝑚

.        (20) 

The finally obtained current references id123
* and iq123

* can be 

used as torque sharing coefficients (only their ratio matters). 

C.  Minimization of Additional Stator Winding Losses 

As it is shown in Section III-C, minimization of stator 

copper losses occurs when d’ current components of all sets 

are equal to each other. Therefore, it can be ensured by setting  

𝑖𝑑′1
∗ = 𝑖𝑑′2

∗ =. . . = 𝑖𝑑′𝑁
∗ =

𝑖
𝑑′
∗

𝑁
 ,             (21) 

regardless of active power sharing. 

VI.  EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Experiments are performed in order to verify theoretical 

results of Section III and control from Sections IV and V. The 

experimental rig and the connection diagram are shown in Fig. 

14. A dc voltage of 600 V is provided by a linear amplifier 

“Spitzenberger & Spies”. It supplies two custom-made 

converters sharing a dc link and operating at 5 kHz. A nine-

phase IM is mechanically coupled with a dc machine, which is 

loaded with a variable resistor at its armature terminals. The 

rig data are given in the Appendix. Gains of the current 

controllers are set manually, using trial-and-error. 

A.  Torque Sharing 

The nine-phase IM is controlled at the constant speed of 

1000 rpm while it is loaded with its rated torque (7 Nm). 

Torque references for different sets are set to vary in time and 

they are given in the left part of Table I (0-1s), sectors 1-4.  

Currents and phase voltages of phases a1, a2 and a3 (the 

first phase of each set) are measured by two oscilloscopes with 

the same external trigger. Transferred active powers (that are 

sent from each set into the air-gap) are then obtained from (4) 

and (2). Transferred reactive powers are obtained in a similar 

manner. The experimental results are given in the left part of 

Fig. 15 (0-1s, sectors 1-4), while simulation results are given 

in the left part of Fig. 16 (0-1s). In order to reduce noise, an 

RC filter (fc = 50Hz) is applied to dc signals. 

For this experiment it is useful to focus on reactive powers. 

From Fig. 15d (and Fig. 16b), it can be seen that the third set 

transfers some reactive power (4.2%, or 11 VAr, of total 

simulated, 5.6%, or 15 VAr, of total measured) while its 

sharing coefficient for the field-producing current (kd3) is zero 

- Fig. 15c (and Fig. 16a), sector 3. This verifies that the sets do 

not transfer power between themselves exactly according to 

the torque-sharing coefficients.  
 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 14.  Experimental rig and its electrical scheme. 
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TABLE I 
TORQUE SHARING AND POWER SHARING COEFFICIENTS 

 

Torque sharing Power sharing 

sector 1 2 3 4 sector 5 6 7 8 

time 
[s] 

0-
0.2 

0.2-
0.4 

0.4- 
0.8 

0.8-
1 

time 
[s] 

1-
1.2 

1.2-
1.6 

1.6-
1.8 

1.8-
2 

kq1 1/3 1/2 1/2 1/2 kq’1 1/2 1/2 1/2 1/3 

kq2 1/3 0 0 0 kq’2 0 0 0 1/3 

kq3 1/3 1/2 1/2 1/2 kq’3 1/2 1/2 1/2 1/3 

kd1 1/3 1/2 1 1/2 kd’1 1/2 1 1/2 1/3 

kd2 1/3 0 0 0 kd’2 0 0 0 1/3 

kd3 1/3 1/2 0 1/2 kd’3 1/2 0 1/2 1/3 

B.  Power Sharing 

In order to allow a fair comparison, the power sharing 

mode is tested immediately after the torque sharing mode. 

Active and reactive power sharing coefficients are given in the 

right-hand part of Table I (1-2s). Their reference values are the 

same as those that were used in the previous sub-section for 

the torque sharing (although applied in the reverse order). The 

experimental results are given in the right-hand part of Fig. 15 

(1-2s, sections 5-8) and simulation results in the right-hand 

part of Fig. 16. 

From Fig. 15d (and Fig. 16b), sector 6, it can be seen that 

the transferred reactive power of the third set is nearly zero (0 

% simulated, -0.4% measured) when its reference for reactive 

power is zero (Table I). This clearly validates the theoretical 

considerations from Section III-B and the proposed control 

from Section V-B. 

Outputs of the “coef. correction” block (Fig. 11 and Fig. 13) 

are shown in Fig. 15c (and Fig. 16a - simulation). Clearly, 

they have different values from reactive power-sharing 

coefficients from the left part of the figures (0-1s, sectors 1-4). 

This again demonstrates that the sets do not share power in the 

same way they share torque. 

C.  Minimization of Additional Stator Winding Losses 

Finally, the control for minimization of stator copper losses 

(Section V-C) is tested. References for power sharing 

coefficients are given in Table II. 

Two cases are compared. In one, reactive-power sharing 

coefficients are set to be equal to active-power sharing  

coefficients [15]. In the other, they are obtained from (21). In 

both cases, the machine spins at 1000 rpm at a load of 2 Nm. 

In addition, in both cases, the sets transfer the same amount of 

active power between themselves. Therefore, the only 

difference is in the reactive power that is sent between the 

sets. 
 

TABLE II 

POWER SHARING COEFFICIENTS, UTILIZED FOR LOSS COMPARISON 
 

 Method according to [15] Proposed method 

sector 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

time 

[s] 

0- 

0.4 

0.4- 

0.8 

0.8- 

1.6 

1.6- 

2 

2- 

2.4 

2.4-

2.8 

2.8-

3.6 

3.6- 

4 

kq’1 1 1/2 1 2/3 1 1/2 1 2/3 

kq’2 0 1/2 1 2/3 0 1/2 1 2/3 

kq’3 0 0 -1 -1/3 0 0 -1 -1/3 

kd’1 1 1/2 1 2/3 1/3 1/3 1/3 1/3 

kd’2 0 1/2 1 2/3 1/3 1/3 1/3 1/3 

kd’3 0 0 -1 -1/3 1/3 1/3 1/3 1/3 

 

       Torque sharing        Power sharing 
Sector     1    2             3            4        5           6            7        8 

           
       a) 

 
       b) 

 
       c) 

 
       d) 

 
       e) 

 
              0      0.2    0.4               0.8      1      1.2              1.6     1.8      2 

Time [s] 

       f) 
Fig. 15.  Experimental comparison between torque sharing (left part) and 

power sharing (right-hand part) mode. a) Oscilloscope screenshot showing 

phase a current of each set (4 turns of the same wire enter each current probe 

in order to increase accuracy), b) IM speed and torque, c) coefficients for d-

axis current of each set, d) transferred reactive power QTn of each set (obtained 

at the end of each sector), e) coefficients for q-axis current of each set, f) 

transferred active power PTn of each set (obtained at the end of each sector). 

 

The comparison results are given in Fig. 17. From Fig. 17f, 

a superiority of the here developed method is obvious. This 

validates theoretical considerations from Section III-C. 
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     kd’1: kd’2: kd’3= kq’1: kq’2: kq’3      kd’1= kd’2= kd’3 
Sector     1    2             3            4        5       6            7             8 

           
    a) 

 
    b) 

 
    c) 

 
    d) 

 
    e) 

 
              0      0.4    0.8               1.6      2      2.4     2.8             3.6      4 

Time [s] 

    f) 
Fig. 17.  Experimental comparison between two modes. In one (left half), 

reactive power coefficients match active power coefficients. In the other (right 

half), reactive power coefficients are always equal to each other (Section III-

C). a) Oscilloscope screenshot showing phase a current of each set (4 turns of 

the same wire enter each current probe in order to increase accuracy), b) IM 

speed and torque, c) current d- and q-component, d) individual d-current 

component of each set, e) individual q-current component of each set, f) stator 

copper losses.  
 

At last, it is useful to observe Fig. 17c, and particularly 

sectors 3 and 7. This is the extreme case in which all the sets 

have the same power (PTn), but two sets are producing it and 

       Torque sharing        Power sharing 
Sector     1    2             3            4        5           6            7        8 

 
     a) 

 
              0      0.2    0.4               0.8      1      1.2              1.6     1.8      2 

Time [s] 

    b) 
Fig. 16. Simulation comparison between torque sharing (left part) and power 

sharing (right-hand part). The conditions are the same as for Fig. 15. The 

figure shows: a) coefficients for d-axis current of each set and b) transferred 

reactive power QTn of each set (obtained at the end of each sector). Machine 

torque and speed (not shown here) do not have variations in time and are 

equal to 7 Nm and 1000 rpm, respectively. 

 

one is consuming it (Table II). Now, higher q-current is 

required in order to produce the same amount of torque. This 

is a direct consequence of the fact that a lower number of 

stator slots is utilized for producing power. As a result, spatial 

harmonics are produced, which degrade IM performances.  

Quantification of these harmonics highly depends on 

machine design. Their analysis is out of the scope of this paper 

and will be a focus of future research. Nevertheless, a 

comparison between sectors 3 and 7 reveals that the undesired 

effect is significantly lower in the proposed method (sector 7). 

VII.  CONCLUSION 

This paper introduces a method for accurate active and 

reactive power transfer between sets of windings of a 

multiphase induction machine. It provides a clear 

demonstration that the sets do not share the power in the same 

manner as they share the torque. Finally, it proposes a method 

for minimization of stator copper losses. Theoretical results 

and the control scheme, developed in the paper, are validated 

by simulations and experiments. 

VIII.  APPENDIX 

Dc source: “Spitzenberger & Spies” – two DM 2500/ PAS 

mains emulation systems are connected in series. 

Controller: dSPACE DS1006 processor board. DS2004 high-

speed A/D board is used for the A/D conversion of the 

measured machine currents. DS5101 Digital Waveform 

Output Board is used for the PWM and the machine speed 

is read by a DS3002 incremental encoder interface board. 

Converters: Two two-level eight-phase inverters with EUPEC 

FS50R12KE3 IGBTs. Each has a continuous rating of 

approximately 28 kVA. 

Asymmetrical nine-phase induction machine: 2.2 kW, 220 V 

(phase-to-neutral), 1.5 A, 50 Hz, one pole pair, Rs = 5 Ω, 
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Rr = 2.6 Ω, Lγs = 19 mH, Lγr = 9 mH, and Lm = 1.1 H. 

Dc machine: Baldor, 180 V, 3.7 kW, 1750 r/min. 

Torque meter: Magtrol TM 210. 
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